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GOLD DIGGER 

Photography project 

Milano, 2019 

 

“I spent 3 weeks roaming the suburbia of Milano (IT), intentionally searching 

for the most stigmatized spots in the city, engaging in chats, discussions and 

obligatory coffee drinking with community members. I asked them for a photo 

portrait, then I proceeded to turn it into a poster using a Lo-Fi pop-art layout. 

In the second phase, together with the people from CURRENT collective, we 

organized an event in their gallery space in the middle of well-off Milano, 

where all participants from the suburbs and also the regular hipster crowd 

were invited. It had the form of an interactive happing, in which we mixed 

several contradictory elements: the dinner table format which recalls Italian 

food tradition and a certain sophistication, on which we offered strictly trash 

food (toast bread, prepackaged cheese, ham and loads of ketchup and mayo, 

accompanied by soft drinks). The music played was classical arias, but in form 

of a cheap Italian ristorante playlist. The posters were installed in art gallery 

style on the wall, while at the exit I was selling them for a very low sum to the 

visitors. The final intention was to let the periphery enter inner-city apartments 

through an appealing poster design, questioning if neglected communities will 

only ever be considered if they appear “cool” and ready for consumption.”  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY 

Participative performance - collaboration with Ludovica Sciannamblo 

during PALOMART FESTIVAL 

Napoli, 2018 

 

 

"Community" is an interactive performance project in Napoli 

(Italy) that involved people who experienced homelessness. The 

participants as well as other minority groups are often forced to 

repeatedly tell their story in order to legitimize a request for help. 

"Community" tried to create a prejudice-free environment inside 

the prestigious Teatro Bellini, that inverted the dynamics and 

hierarchy of self-representation. 

https://youtu.be/ISH0vfX1BwQ 

 

https://www.facebook.com/PalomArtNetwork/
https://youtu.be/ISH0vfX1BwQ


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IL BUNKER 

Videoinstallation 

2017 

 

The city of Naples is going through an interesting process: 

after a period of economic and social abandonment, bad news 

and criminal domination, it’s reappearing on the surface. 

Tourism nourishes great hopes and a bright future, but bears 

the dangers of complete sell-out and gentrification. 

Video, 6hrs of cooking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

ADHAN – CALL FOR PRAYER 
Soundinstallation 

2017 

 

Site-specific installation for Casa Tolentino, requalification 

project of the seventeenth-century monastery of St. Nicholas of 

Tolentino at the foot of the hill of San Martino. In its historic 

garden, 5 times a day speakers emit the adhan, call for the 

Muslim prayer - sung by a woman. From a orthodox point of view 

this choice is highly controversial. Even more so, if inserted in a 

European context, in which Arabic language is immediately 

associated with terrorism and religious fundamentalism. 

The installation was made possible thanks to Samar Sami, an 

Egyptian singer based in Cairo. 

 

 

2 speakers, audio 

 

 

 



 

 

 

HUM(AN)US 
Community sensory garden 

2017 
 

Artistic proposal of a sensory garden for the contest "Un´opera 

per il castello" at Sant'Elmo Castle in Napoli. The garden is 

divided into 5 oases, each one dedicated to a single sense. The 

visitor lives a very personal trip through the stimulation of touch, 

smell, hearing, taste and sight which culminates in a final 

community space. The project was developed in collaboration of 

a multicultural group of artists, architects, agronomists 

and students from 9 different countries, as a way of telling their 

own story in a symbolic space, located in one of the most 

representative historical monuments of the city. 

 

 

Artistic proposal 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 
 

 
 

NEGLIGIBLE SENESCENCE 
Work in progress on Aging 

2017 
 

 

 

"I really didn`t push them to do it. But some people would get 

naked in front of me, they would take off their trousers in the 

middle of the street. It was always the same scene: I`d ask random 

people in a random city if they could tell me about a sign of time 

on their body, how they felt about it – ashamed, proud, sad – and 

if I could take a picture of it. And in no time some piece of clothing 

was off. I don`t remember anybody saying No. Maybe one or two. 

And they would tell me marvelous stories about their flesh." 

 

 

www.instagram.com/negligiblesenescence/ 

 

 



 

 

L'USINE 
2017 

 

Sound installation, created with participants during a 

workshop at the MJC Culture Centre of Saint-Auban. The project 

was divided into two parts: the first one, a sound 

workshop during which the participants experimented with 

recording sound and creating soundscapes. The second one 

consisted in interviews directed by the participants while visiting 

people at home or at work. The stories of life-time inhabitants 

from Saint-Auban, a city deeply influenced by its industrial past, 

and newcomers, some of them risking their lives in the 

Mediterranean Sea, were mixed in an Audio-installation in a 

public space. The idea was to bring together the two sides of the 

Mediterranean, which during summer have very different 

concerns:  one side thinks about vacation, while on the other 

some people start less relaxing undertakings. The installation 

was part of the Festival "Regarde Sous Tes Fenêtres" in form of 

a symbolic beach in the middle of the town, luring with relaxing 

wave sounds. Once seated in the beach chair, visitors could listen 

to the testimonials of several refugees from Mali.   

10 speakers, audio 

https://www.carrefourdesculturesmjc.org/festival-regarde-sous-tes-fenetres


    

 

 

NOSTALGIA 
2017 

 

Robots with Artificial Intelligence are a fact in 2016, so instead of seeing 

them as the antipode of human perception of life, we try to regard A. I. as 

a further jump, just as the discovery of fire or the upright position, in 

human evolution. They are us, and what do we want them to know and 

remember about us? Memories are almost inseparably connected to 

emotions – how can we pass them to a being that from our point of view 

has none? And are we sure A.I. doesn't create memories as we understand 

it? 

 

The idea is to explore the concept of nostalgia, and of life memories as they 

have been passed over to newer generations until now: 

The inhabitants of several small villages in Southern Italy will be asked in 

extensive interviews to define the memories and knowledge about humans 

they would like to pass to Artificial Intelligence. These interviews 

will dwell into traditions, every-day movements and habits, as well as 

objects that represent the past.  

 

The resulting material will be used to create a chatbot which melts all the 

stories into one rather contradictory Meta-ElderlyPerson, ready to 

interact and share its experiences with the public.  

 

Video, software application 



VIAGGIO IN CROMALAND
Counter-storytelling project about the memory of the soil in Napoli area. 

2016 

In Naples, Mafia-related environmental crimes have had a 

severe impact not only on people's health but also on the 

collective imagination. This research about past, recent or

 ongoing environmental contaminations in the region was 

initiated by interviews with environmental NGO's, university 

teachers, and inhabitants of the area. Their memories 

of the territory were recorded and ultimately, samples 

of soil were collected in sites with projects differing 

from the common catastrophic narrative in the Media. 

These samples were analyzed through chromatography and 

turned into chroma prints on Plexiglas, displayed together 

with audio and text and a map of contaminated sites.

12 prints on Plexiglas, audio/video material.



A GAME YOU CAN'T WIN
A board game activity designed to stop anybody from becoming a woman

2015

This board game invites you on a frustrating journey into the 

life conditions of women throughout history: Based on the 

classic "Game of the goose", when stepping onto a field the 

player is confronted with an obstacle in form of discriminatory 

laws, prejudice or simple gender violence and gets sent 

backwards. Unlike the traditional game, in this one you 

never move forward.



APPROCCINVERSI – RACCONTI DI
POSTEGGIA

Mass project inverting the dynamics of street harassment 
2014

For weeks women living in Napoli, Italy have been interviewed 

about the often romanticized "posteggia" - male approaches on 

the streets. These stories, varying from funny comments to plain 

and simple street harassment to brutal violence were then 

illustrated and published in a book. In a second step, the women 

were asked to repeat the sentences they had been told, and therefore 

to "harass back". The recorded voices were used in a sound 

installation in a popular alley in the center of Napoli, allowing men

to experience their own objectification.

Installation. Speakers and illustrations



PARLAMI
Hand choreography with users of Italian Sign Language in Naples

2015 

"Parlami" (Talk to me) is a collaboration with Giovanni Moio, 

who uses the Italian Sign Language (LIS) everyday, and the 

LIS translator Maddalena Abbate. It was inspired by the variety 

of Neapolitan body language and by the research on the expressive 

gesture which evolves into  sign and then language. The two actors 

interpret a poem which explores the world of gesture, written for 

the occasion, using LIS in order to create a choreography with their 

hands. The signifier and the signified overlap in this "dance of hands".

Video, 2:20min.



O RITO
Installation exploring the border of ritual and obsession in Salerno

2014 

Final Installation after 3 days of interaction with locals 

about their personal rites and rituals. The visual installation 

- paper boats with rituals written on each one - were

accompanied by a audio transposition of the frequency of 

each rite (associated with a common sound), recalling the 

ancient idea of the "music of the spheres", 

the "musica universalis". 

Installation. Paper, thread, audio.



SHANTI BAG
A modern prayer bag

2014

A punching bag with quotes on violence by authors from around 

the world that wants to free and absorb the accumulated 

violence present in our communities. Inspired by the symbolism of 

Tibetan prayer flags, in which the Buddhist mantras and prayers 

written on them are blown by the wind to spread good will and 

compassion - by hitting this "Shanti Bag", the thoughts and evaluations 

of violence are sent out into all pervading space.

Interactive object. Sponge, printed plastic sheet, chain.



INTENSOGRAMMA
Emotional earthquakes recorded

2013

Participatory performance inside a deconsecrated confessional 

in San Giuseppe delle Scalze church. Invitation: “I invite all of 

you to tell me the most intense moments of your life. Your combats 

against the dragons on the bus, the treasure discoveries at the super 

market, the safaris in the town hall, the love adventures with the 

neighbor downstairs - the stuff from which ancient mythology is 

made. I want to be theseismograph that records the seismic waves 

of life, that hit your surface and shake you down to the bottom, 

resulting in a 'intensogramm' “

Performance. Paper and ink



LA RACCOLTA
Video- Installation

2013

At the height of the government crisis in 2013 which lead 

Silvio Berlusconi to step down from his office, a rich 

garden left there to rot away represented the most accurate 

metaphor of Italy after 20 years of his governance. 

The audio is the speech held by Berlusconi after election 

victory in 1994, in which he promised to “take to the field”.

Video. 8:39 min



FROM NAPLES WITH LOVE
A “love-car” performance – Giving sex to who deserves it

Napoli, 2013 

Research project about sexuality and public spaces, considering the 

difficulty of Neapolitan couples to find a private space for themselves 

– having to use their cars as a last possibility. This behavior has

become a tradition in Napoli. The project is composed by 2 parts: 

A Manual for ambulant lovers – result of interviews with couples 

about the advice, danger and anecdotes you encounter when 

having sexual intercourse in a car. The second is an urban 

performance with a street vendor car transformed into a canopy bed, 

which is offered and rented to couples in areas renowned for their private use.

Performance. Tricycle and booklet


